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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

�Too many CFOs have failed to heed Drucker’s
advice and keep their knowledge up to date. They 
remain prisoners of dysfunctional systems and 
mental models that were developed for a role that 
is fast becoming obsolete.is fast becoming obsolete.

�Many spent their formative years working in 
accounting departments and had little contact 
with other people inside the organisation. They 
focused on recording transactions, managing 
budgets, getting the accounts out on time, and 
preparing tax returns. They were not expected to 
be part of the team running the business and no 
one seek their advice!!!!!!



2121stst CENTURY FINANCIAL CENTURY FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
� In the past, the finance department could report monthly results and prepare the budget

for the whole organization without involving stakeholders.

� 21st century organisations and employees do not function well like this. A participatory
process is likely to generate better ownership of the performance of the organisation.

� Reward systems are linked to the achievement of defined financial and non-financial targets.
People must thus know their targets upfront and must then know how they are doing on a

� Reward systems are linked to the achievement of defined financial and non-financial targets.
People must thus know their targets upfront and must then know how they are doing on a
regular basis.

� The complexities of organisations and their operations means that the Finance Manager is
unlikely to set a realistic budget all by himself in his office. The drivers of the budget must
participate in the process and own it, otherwise it becomes a number crunching exercise.

� Involvement in the budget process enables non-financial staff to have a view of the impact
that their decisions have on the organisation.

� Its not good enough for the organisation’s planning cycle to end with the current financial
year; management must be looking towards the next financial year otherwise the short
term focus on the current year will hobble the organisation in the long term.



BUDGETS AND PERFORMANCE BUDGETS AND PERFORMANCE 
ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY
BUDGETS AND PERFORMANCE BUDGETS AND PERFORMANCE 
ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY
� Overall organisational budgets must be reduced to unit and departmental budgets.

� Budget owners should be identified at the unit/departmental level.

� Budget owners must be responsible and accountable for their budgets.

� Investment in an appropriate general ledger and a budgeting tool is appropriate; budget owners should
know what they have budgeted for and what they have incurred, right down to the transaction detail.
“Cost centers” work.

� Accountability can only exist were financial information is presented in a regular and sufficiently detailed
fashion. Finance cant just avail information to execs and expect budget owners to stand guided.

� Performance targets must reflect financial measures, and the organisation's remuneration and reward
system must be tied into the financial performance equation.



BUDGETS VS FORECASTSBUDGETS VS FORECASTS

�Budgets set a target/goal for the organisation.

� Forecasts are passive, and tell it like it is.

�Budgets tell you about where you want to go,�Budgets tell you about where you want to go,
whereas forecasts tell you where you are going.

�Organisations must avoid developing a culture of
using forecasts to measure performance,
otherwise forecasts will morph into
budgets………



ROLLING FORECASTSROLLING FORECASTS

� Forecasting like budgeting involves future projections. 
Traditionally businesses look at a static period for example 1 
year ahead. If the financial year is July to June then budgets 
and forecasts are prepared well in advance to cover that 
period. By October, 3 months of trading has already taken 
place leaving only 9 months remaining of the forecast. With 
static forecasts you run the periods down to zero and then 
start again.start again.

� With a rolling forecast the number of periods in the forecast 
remain constant so that if for example the periods of your 
forecast are monthly for 12 months then as each month is 
traded it drops out of the forecast and another month is 
added onto the end of the forecast so you are always 
forecasting 12 monthly periods out into the future.



ROLLING FORECASTSROLLING FORECASTS

� The number of periods in a rolling forecast 
remains constant e.g. the original forecast if for 
12 periods and the period length is monthly from 
July to June.

� As actual trading amounts become available for a 
period it moves from being a future prediction to 
a current reality i.e. it is no longer part of the 
period it moves from being a future prediction to 
a current reality i.e. it is no longer part of the 
forecast so it drops out of the forecast and 
another month is added onto the end of the 
forecast (you roll the forecast forward one 
month) so you are always forecasting 12 months 
out into the future.



ROLLING FORECASTSROLLING FORECASTS



IMPLEMENTING ROLLING IMPLEMENTING ROLLING 
FORECASTSFORECASTS
IMPLEMENTING ROLLING IMPLEMENTING ROLLING 
FORECASTSFORECASTS
� A rolling forecast continually predicts 
performance against key business drivers. 
This allows an organization to better foresee 
risks and opportunities, revisit strategy in 
the light of new business scenarios and the light of new business scenarios and 
frequently align resources/activities for 
competitive advantage. Rolling forecasts are 
not simply periodic updates against the 
annual budget and are not associated with a 
specific financial year.



IMPLEMENTING ROLLING IMPLEMENTING ROLLING 
FORECASTSFORECASTS--STEPSSTEPS
IMPLEMENTING ROLLING IMPLEMENTING ROLLING 
FORECASTSFORECASTS--STEPSSTEPS
� Driver-based forecasting: Forecasting should focus on specific 

metrics by identifying business drivers that are relevant for 
analysis and decision-making. This will eliminate data overload 
and provide organization-wide alignment and control over 
forecasting.

� Linking the forecast to strategic and operational decisions: Risks 
and opportunities identified during a rolling forecast should 
trigger “what-if” analyses and scenario planning. Resources trigger “what-if” analyses and scenario planning. Resources 
for capital projects and operational expenses can then be 
reallocated and new performance targets set.

• Ensure direct ownership and involvement of budget owners: For a 
rolling forecast to succeed as a reality check, budget owners 
should be directly involved and provide unbiased data.



IMPLEMENTING ROLLING IMPLEMENTING ROLLING 
FORECASTSFORECASTS--STEPSSTEPS
IMPLEMENTING ROLLING IMPLEMENTING ROLLING 
FORECASTSFORECASTS--STEPSSTEPS
• Appropriate change management: Rolling forecasts 
are radically different from fixed forecasts, where 
projections are adjusted to fill gaps. Many 
participants will therefore need to jettison their 
monthly budgeting and target negotiating mindset. 
Organizations should create a change Organizations should create a change 
management policy that explains the objective of 
rolling forecasts, as well as the new 
communication practices, knowledge sharing and 
training programs they require. They should also 
identify the key metrics for the success of the 
change management policy.



ROLLING FORECASTSROLLING FORECASTS
� Organisations planning cycles typically extend to the end of the current financial year.

� The inherent short term focus of this process may leave the organisation unprepared for
the beginning of the subsequent financial period simply because it is not in anyone’s sights.
Organisations don’t die every 31st of Dec to be reborn on the 1st of January.

� Rolling forecasts address this by constantly moving the organisation's forecasts forward e.g.
by an additional quarter or month e.g. 13 months, or five quarters.

� Intervening periods within the existing “budget” period are updated with the knowledge
gained from elapsed months, thus providing a true forecast of what will transpire.

� Rolling forecasts are thus “live”, and must be updated frequently. This should happen at a
high level and not necessitate reworking of the entire budget.

� Budgets by their nature are backward looking, whereas forecasts are forward looking and
generate action. “You cant change the past, but you can make the future”.



ROLLING FORECASTSROLLING FORECASTS--advantagesadvantages

� Organisations responds quickly to modern business conditions 
(volatile and changing rapidly) flexible planning.Companies can 
remain agile, focused and flexible enough to meet changing business 
needs.Opportunity to provide more "real time" response to 
rapidly changing environment.

� If implemented properly, rolling forecasts provide forward-looking 
insights that help organizations proactively change course to avoid 
risks and exploit opportunities.risks and exploit opportunities.

� Speedy and accurate financial projections enhancing profitability

• Save time and money- annual budget rounds are resource intensive 
in time and money 

• The most important beneficiary of a good rolling forecast is having 
an accurate handle on likely future cash flows in the business. For 
your own good…banks aren’t lending these days!!!!!



ROLLING FORECASTSROLLING FORECASTS--advantagesadvantages

� Encourages managers to think about 
planning as an ongoing process, rather than a 
static event.

• In theory, the annual planning process is 
eliminated. The projection for next year is eliminated. The projection for next year is 
simply the first rolling forecast that looks at 
all four quarters of the following year.

• Planning is not necessarily dictated by the 
calendar, but can be triggered by important 
changes



CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

� Drivers of the budget must participate in setting it, otherwise ownership and
accountability will not be achieved.

� Budgets must leave the finance department and reside in the units that drive
the business. They are not number-crunching exercises.

� Beware the fat built into the Incremental Budget…..those budgeted expenses
will be incurred regardless of the value that they don’t add to the business.will be incurred regardless of the value that they don’t add to the business.

� Organisations should have a life expectancy exceeding the current financial
year; keep an eye on that future using a rolling forecast.

� Develop an organisational culture that produces accurate and honest
FORECASTS, not budgets masquerading as forecasts.


